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Executive Summary 

As the world’s fossil fuel reservoirs deplete, the need for increased vehicle efficiency has grown. 

Our project explores efficient single passenger vehicle designs. The SAE Supermileage competi-

tion challenges college teams from around the country to build the most fuel efficient vehicle 

possible. This year our senior design team will represent Calvin College as we participate in this 

event. Through knowledge gained from our engineering studies, we will design a fuel efficient 

vehicle compliant with the rules and regulations of the SAE Supermileage competition. We 

hope this will encourage future senior design teams to continue participating in the competi-

tion and to improve the vehicle’s design. 

 

 

 

Figure 1-Prototype chassis 
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Introduction  
The senior design class at Calvin College is a yearlong capstone course that allows students to practice 
the engineering skills that they have learned over their college career. Teams of 3 to 5 people choose a 
project that is relevant to their major, fits the group’s interests, and fulfills the requirements of the 
course.  The requirements of the course focus on the documentation of the design process so it allows 
for a variety of projects that range from design competitions to original products that a business could 
be built around after graduation.  

Our team is interested in the effects of the growing scarcity of fossil fuels. Energy projections show in-
creasing demand for liquid fuels in the foreseeable future. As China grows its economy and the nation 
recovers from a recession, gas prices are likely to rise to historic highs. Pressure from the market and 
government push automotive companies to increase fuel efficiency of vehicles by implementing new 
technology and designs.  

Problem Definition  
Calvin College Supermileage team will seek to design, test and build a single-person fuel-efficient vehicle 
in accordance with the rules set forth by the SAE Supermileage competition.  The SAE Supermileage 
competition will provide each of the competing teams with a 3.5 HP Briggs and Stratton engine to build 
their vehicles around. 

It is the goal of team 5 to build a reliable and safe vehicle that meets all of the competition rules and 
achieves 500 miles per gallon (MPG).  

This project was selected because it touches on many different aspects of the mechanical engineering 
field. Topics of thermodynamics, fluid dynamics and structural analysis are all imperative to the vehicle 
design.  
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Team Background 

 

Figure 2- Team photograph (left to right) Daniel Houseward, Elijah Jentzen, Scott Mehlberg, 
Shane Muller, Joseph Flikweert 

Daniel Houseward is from Holland Michigan. He enjoys sports, running, traveling, science, and music. He 
is looking to go to graduate school for bioengineering or renewable energy systems.  

Elijah Jentzen is from Ypsilanti Michigan and is currently finishing up a mechanical engineering degree 
with mathematics minor at Calvin College. He spent the summer after his junior year working as an in-
tern at Demmer Corporation learning about the manufacturing process. He is planning on finding a job 
in Michigan working in the mechanical engineering field, preferably working with power cycles and 
thermodynamics.  

Shane Muller is a native of Kalamazoo, MI currently studying mechanical engineering with a minor in 
business. Shane enjoys design work and will be designing and analyzing the frame of the vehicle using a 
variety of tools and software applications. He is currently applying to graduate school in biomedical en-
gineering where he hopes to perform research in orthopedic implants.  

Joseph Flikweert was born and raised in Grand Rapids, Michigan. In his spare time he likes to work on 
automobiles and in high school he restored a 1973 Ford Mustang.  In his college career, he has enjoyed 
thermodynamics as well as machine design.  This past summer he had an internship with TRW automo-
tive in Koblenz, Germany.  He hopes to continue working in the automotive industry after graduation. 

Scott Mehlberg is from Wheaton, IL is currently studying Mechanical Engineering. During the summers 
of 2009 and 2010, he interned at Lehman Electrical Resources(LER), where he helped design animal mi-
tigation systems for power substations. He hopes to continue working for LER in the future as a market-
ing engineer. Also, he is a ballroom instructor and competes in West Coast Swing on a national level. In 
the near future he would like to continue his education in engineering to become an acoustical engi-
neer, primarily in symphony hall designing. 
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Design Approach 
To increase fuel economy of the vehicle, the design will minimize rolling resistance, improve engine effi-
ciency, reduce weight and minimize drag losses. Each of these improvements will provide some fuel sav-
ings and will determine the success of the vehicle in the competition. 

 

Figure 3-Fuel economy approach 

Many of the teams competing in the supermileage competition use an “accelerate and coast” approach. 
Teams are required to maintain a minimum velocity of 15 mph,  so the oscillating approach must have 
an average velocity of more than 15mph.  Figure 4 shows the velocity of the vehicle as a function of time 
for a vehicle using the “accelerate and coast method.”  

This method is primarily used because it allows teams to run their motors only a fraction of the time 
during the race. The engine operates within its optimum range for efficiency and power. The accelerate 
and coast method uses the engine only to accelerate the vehicle to a preset speed and then shuts off; 
effectively minimizing the time the engine is operating to reduce fuel consumption. The accelerate and 
coast method will be adopted and in the Calvin Supermileage vehicle. 
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Figure 4-Accelerate and coast method to reduce time engine is running 

The entire Supermileage project was broken down into five main components and team members were 
assigned as primary and secondary leaders on each section. The five main sections assigned were; En-
gine, shell, Steering Assembly, Frame and drive train. Primary and secondary team members were re-
sponsible for researching and designing the components they were assigned to and reporting progress 
and design decisions to the rest of the group. 

 Because this was Calvin’s first year in the Supermileage competition, research into what other success-
ful teams from previous Supermileage competitions was a major part of the design process as it gave 
valuable insight into some of the things that other teams have had success with in the past. 

The competitions regulations and guidelines greatly influenced the design of the vehicle. Regulations 
such as visibility, engine type, dimensional requirements, stopping, maneuverability had a large impact 
on vehicle design.  
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I. Engine 
The engine provided is a Briggs & Stratton 3.5 horsepower flathead engine (Model 091202 Type 
1016E1A1001). The SAE Supermileage competition requires that the crankcase remain original to the 
engine and the crankshaft be contained by the crankcase.  This allows for extensive modification of the 
engine to increase efficiency. The three options that are being pursued are: converting to a overhead 
valve configuration, increasing the compression ratio and preheating the inlet air.   

Converting from a flathead design to an overhead valve design would lead to more efficient combustion 
of the fuel mixture. Valves over the piston, instead of beside the piston, results in a more homogenous 
distribution of the fuel/air mixture in the combustion chamber.  In the engine, the easiest way to im-
plement this design would be to make a custom cylinder head that used the existing camshaft to drive 
pushrods that would articulate rocker arms. (SFH1989, 2010) 

 

 

Figure 5-Basic engine design 

Vaporizing the fuel before it enters the combustion chamber would also increase engine efficiency.  This 
would cause the engine to run lean and at a higher temperature.  Vaporizing the fuel before it is injected 
would increase engine thermal efficiency by about 5% and could be made out of the free steel sourced 
from the metal shop.  This would sacrifice some power but only an average of 0.5 hp is needed to hold a 
steady speed of 15 mph (appendix C) and the engine is rated at 3.5 hp stock. Also, it would be advanta-
geous to reduce the displacement of the engine so that the engine does not need to be cycled as much.   
Power will need to be sacrificed in order to avoid inefficiency due to excess power.   

Increasing the compression ratio could lead to a 10% increase in thermal efficiency (appendix C). The 
fuel that will be used is isooctane (Trimethylpentane) and it has a much higher resistance to auto-
ignition than gasoline. The increased pressure in the combustion chamber will result in more power 
generated per unit of fuel put into the engine.  Briggs and Stratton sells engines that have compression 
ratios up to 9.5:1 and our current engine has a compression ratio of 6.5:1 (Briggs and Stratton, 2010). In 
order to achieve this high compression ratio a Dana™ Fire-Ring Head Gasket is used.  

http://auto.howstuffworks.com/hemi1.htm 

 

http://auto.howstuffworks.com/harley4.htm 
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II. Shell  
The car shell works in conjunction with the chassis design. Once the Chassis design is created and speci-
fications are laid out, the shell will be made to fit over the base structure of the car. A guideline to follow 
from the SAE Supermileage Rulebook is that a roll hoop is required. This will be the tallest point on the 
vehicle. This allows for one specification of the shell design to be known, the frontal area. Also it is ne-
cessary that the driver, alone, be able to exit the cockpit within 15 seconds and teams must be able to 
access the driver from outside the vehicle within 20 seconds. These shell latches will require bold, hig-
hlighted signs above the area of each latch.  

While designing a shell, there are several options to research. The material used to construct the shell, 
and shape will be the primary research for vehicle aerodynamics. Also, there will be research on the 
latches to adhere to the contest rules and to be most aerodynamically efficient.  Finally the general spe-
cifications of aerodynamics will be researched to influence cars overall structure and shape. 

The material selection for the shell is ruled by the cost. A general trend of a shell is: lighter is more ex-
pensive.  A few typical shells to this contest are made of carbon fiber, or fiberglass. These two options 
are fairly expensive with carbon fiber being the lightest material used for shells known today can cost 
nearly $25,000. Fiberglass is much heavier than carbon fiber but adds a great deal of structure to the 
shell itself. The cost of fiberglass is around $500 without labor. Another few options were chicken wire 
with heated shrink wrap, HDPE, and polycarbonate. All these options require a section of clear plastic 
for the driver’s window. All options are being weighed based upon fluid flow friction, weight, mold-
ability and cost. With regards to materials, the shape is another important factor to consider while se-
lecting materials.  

The shape of a vehicle plays a crucial role in aerodynamics. The governing equation for drag force: 

 

Equation 1- Force of drag 

   

This equation states that the force drag is ruled by the frontal area, velocity and fluid density. Since the 
air density cannot be changed, and the velocity is set to an average of 15mph by the competition, that 
means the frontal area and shape of the frontal area, Cd, determines the drag force. Minimize the fron-
tal area and the drag force will directly be affected in that manner as well. Also, each shape has its bene-
fits and disadvantages. A typical car design with the vertical trunk creates a fluid vortex behind the car 
which causes the vehicle to be less aerodynamic. However, if the end is tapered to optimize aerodynam-
ics, the vehicle becomes extraordinarily long.  The other shape to consider is the head of the vehicle. The 
optimized case is a rounded semi circle shape, like a torpedo. These two cases are further noted in ap-
pendix A.  With all cases of force drag considered, nose, windshield, tail and wheels, the research was 
analyzed and produced preliminary data for this for this force to overcome by the engine.  
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Figure 6-Drag force as a function of velocity 

Also to be analyzed alongside of drag force is lifting force. Any force created by lift will aid in reducing 
the normal force and in turn, reduce the friction loss in the bearings and road friction. Preliminary data 
plotted below. 

 

Figure 7-Lift force as a function of velocity 

Overall a cheap aerodynamic vehicle is desired from the shell.  However, more research on additional 
ways to increase aerodynamics of the vehicle like lowering the car height, install body pans on the un-
derside of the car, and covering the wheels with the shell will aid in increasing aerodynamics of the body 
of the car. We hope to work closely with Professor Dejong next semester to analyze aerodynamics and 
hopefully test models in the wind tunnel.  
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III. Steering Assembly 
The steering assembly for the Supermileage car is a very important aspect of the cars performance. It is 
desirable that the steering be reliable and safe while complying with all the requirements set forward by 
the competition rules. 

The steering assembly must provide the car with the ability to navigate a maneuverability course as part 
of the Supermileage competition. The course requires that the car make an untimed 50 foot turn around 
a set of cones and then turn through 4 cones spaced 25 feet apart in less than 15 seconds. 

 

Figure 8-Maneuverability course 

The competition also mandates that the steering must be through a “natural” steering system meaning 
that the driver will turn the steering wheel to the left and the car will steer left and the driver will turn 
the wheel right and the car will steer right. 

 The steering system must provide the car with a reliable way to safely steer the car through the maneu-
verability course, as well as along the rest of the course. In case of emergency, it is important that the 
steering assembly not interfere with the driver’s ability to remove himself from the vehicle in less than 
15 seconds in case of an emergency and a maximum of two support personnel must be able to remove 
the driver from the vehicle in less than 20 seconds. It is also critical that the steering column assembly 
not interfere with the driver’s ability to see in compliance with the forward field of vision requirements. 
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Figure 9-Basic steering assembly 

The design for the steering assembly is based upon a very basic go kart steering design as seen in figure 
2. The more basic and straight forward the system is the less chance it will have for failure or unforeseen 
design problems. 

 

Figure 10-Basic steering assembly to be modeled 

Figure 4 shows the basic go kart steering assembly that the Supermileage vehicle steering assembly will 
be modeled after. Figure 3 shows the basic steering column assembly of a go kart steering system, a sim-
ilar system will be implemented for the Supermileage vehicle. Basic calculations for this assembly can be 
seen in appendix E. 
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Figure 11-Steering column assembly 

Future work to be completed on the steering assembly are; finalization of design and sizing, solid works 
modeling, FEA modeling, tear out and bearing stress analysis. It will be important to work closely with 
the chassis design to make sure that the two systems integrate seamlessly with each other. 
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IV. Wheels 
The National Highway traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) claims that reducing a vehicles rolling  resis-
tance between 5%-7% can increase overall fuel economy by as much as much as 1%. A 1% increase is a 
big gain considering the ease of implementation.  

The wheels for the vehicle are going to be selected based upon rolling resistance. The main area of 
losses in rolling resistance is in the continual deformation of the rubber wheel as it rotates and makes 
contact with the ground. Figure 11 shows the affects of having an under inflated tire can have on rolling 
resistance.  

 

Figure 12-Effects of tire inflation on fuel economy 

As the tires become more inflated the rolling resistance is reduced. When the tires are under inflated 
they deform and increase contact with the ground, which increases the rolling resistance. Keeping the 
vehicles tires at an optimal tire pressure can have a profound impact on the effects of rolling resistance. 

Tire width is another area of concern when selecting low resistance wheels. Usually, it is assumed that 
slimmer tires will have a lower rolling resistance but this is not necessarily true. Thinner tires are usually 
thought to be better because at higher velocities the slimmer tires have greater aerodynamic properties 
than thicker tires and reduce the drag force acting on the wheel. For the Supermileage vehicle this is not 
a major factor because the wheels will be enclosed within the shell of the vehicle. Also as the wheel de-
forms on contact with the ground, the thinner tire will have a ‘longer’ deformation along the tire and 
the wider tire will have a ‘wider’ deformation across the tire. The longer the deformation the ‘less 
round’ the wheel becomes which increases the rolling resistance of the wheel because it is no longer a 
round circle but something of an ellipse. 
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Figure 13-Contact area of wide and narrow tires 

The size of the wheel has an effect on the rolling resistance of the wheel. The relationship is not a direct 
and simple relationship but can be simplified for the purpose of this project. As the tire gets smaller the 
percent of the tire in contact with the road increases and the tire becomes ‘less round’ which increases 
the rolling resistance as stated above. Also a larger tire will be harder to accelerate because of the large 
rotational inertia but this will likely be offset by the vehicle rolling longer and faster after being accele-
rated. 

Finally smooth tires will be used because they reduce the about of deformation the tire makes as com-
pared with pattered or knobbed tire because there is no tread that needs to deform on contact with the 
road. 

Rolling Resistance does not have a linear relationship with velocity as figure 12 shows. Although the re-
lationship is not linear, within the range the Supermileage vehicle is operating (0-30mph) the graph is 
essentially flat and can be ignored as a design concern. 
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Figure 14-Rolling resistance as a function of speed 

The optimal design selected for the wheels is to two 650c road wheels with standard thickness tires for 
the front wheels built around a Cannondale lefty hub which supports cantilevered wheels. The 650c siz-
ing decision was made because the 650c size provides the advantages of halving a larger wheel while 
still being small enough to fit within the vehicle shell.  The back (power driven) wheel will be a standard 
20’’ bmx style wheel also using a slick tire. The smaller thick back tire will fit better in the rear compart-
ment and fit in with the basic shape of the vehicle while providing more stability for the back half of the 
vehicle. Some calculation for the rolling resistance of the vehicle can be found in appendix D. 
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V. Brakes 
The SAE Supermileage rules state that each vehicle must be equipped with a braking system capable of 
stopping the vehicle while traveling 15mph in a 4m distance. The brake actuator must be mounted on 
the interior of the vehicle and may not be mounted to any body panel.  

The brake system must be able to pass the brake test which can be seen in figure 15. 

 

Figure 15-Brake test for vehicle 

The vehicle must accelerate to a minimum speed of 10mph, and then coast in the coasting zone for less 
than 1.5 seconds, and then brake and come to a complete stop in the brake zone. 

The rear hub being used for the Supermileage vehicle has an integrated drum brake within the hub. The 
braking for the front two wheels will be using disc brakes that integrate with the lefty hubs being used. 

The braking actuators will be hand operated braking levers (essentially bike brakes) which will be 
mounted to the steering wheel for easy driver access. 
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VI. Frame 
To achieve the highest fuel efficiency, weight must be reduced wherever possible. The largest compo-
nent of the vehicle is the frame and therefore contributes the most to the overall vehicle weight. Weight 
reduction of the frame is paramount while still maintaining structural integrity for safety. Designing a 
safe vehicle is vital for trust and  

Material selection of the frame comes from evaluation of from three distinct factors: cost, weight and 
strength. After initially reviewing many options, three candidates remained for a complete analysis. 
Those three materials were: steel, aluminum and titanium. Infinite permutations exist of each metal de-
pending on the manufacturing process and doping elements, but this analysis only compared a basic 
representative from each metal to get rough estimates of structural parameters and cost.  

Table 1- Material properties of selected materials 

   

Tensile Yield 
Strength Density Approximate 

Price 

  
Condition MPa kg/m3  (103) $/kg 

Titanium Ti-50A Sheet annealed 310 4.5 4.2 
Carbon Steel 1030 Annealed 345 8 1.2 
Aluminum 6061 Sheet Annealed 55 2.7 2.5 

 

Steel has high very yield strength and relatively low cost but is quite heavy. Titanium has very high 
strength but also come with a very high cost; too high for our budget making an easily decision to elimi-
nate it. Aluminum has the lowest density and still maintains a relatively low cost, making it the final se-
lection for the building material. A common problem with aluminum is fatigue but because this model is 
only a prototype it will not need to last a very high number of loading cycles. Further calculations of the 
fatigue limit will be found when the frame is fully dimensioned to be sure the chassis can withstand the 
fatigue limit. 

Deflections of the frame will also need to be managed in a way such that the driver feels safe. Large def-
lections in the chassis will make the driver feel insecure and unsafe as well as straining the connections 
that could lead to failure. 

Since the loading on the members of the frame will include a combination of tension, compression, tor-
sion and shear, a round tube will be best suited to support all loading conditions. The frame consists of 
two side runners along the length of the vehicle supported with cross members. Another important fea-
ture of the frame is the roll bar. It needs to withstand a 250 lbf load in any direction to ensure safety of 
the occupant and also to comply with the rules set forth by the competition. The roll bar also needs to 
be 2 inches higher than the helmet of the driver. Sufficient room for the engine needs to be maintained 
with a firewall separating the engine from the driver’s compartment. 

The current design of the frame incorporates 1.25 in OD 6061 aluminum with a 0.25 in wall thickness. 
The thicker the wall, the smaller the moment of inertia and the better suited the frame will be to bend-
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ing loads and deflections. Depending on the availability of the materials, the final design may need to be 
changed. The frame can be constructed from many different types of aluminum and sizes. Donations 
and pricing may determine the final aluminum tubing used in the design because most of the project 
constraints are financial. 

From inspection, the worst case bending stress will be at the center of the vehicle under the driver. Ini-
tial calculations with the selected tubing as a reference show the maximum stress to be 18.6 MPa with a 
deflection of 0.14 cm. Both the stress and deflection values seem adequate. The stress level corresponds 
to a factor of safety of 2.9 against yielding and such a small deflection will not be felt by the driver. This 
calculation assumes no other cross members support the load and it is distributed by the driver’s seat. 

Stress concentrations at connections and particular points of interest will need to be evaluated and tak-
en into consideration for the final design. Estimated factors can be readily found in most engineering 
textbooks or can be more accurately found with a detailed finite element analysis. Stress concentrations 
will need to be evaluated near the wheels where many connections have sharp corners; therefore in-
creasing the stress at those points.   

A complete Finite Element Analysis of the frame will aid with these design decisions and ultimately show 
the safety of the vehicle before it is built. FEA of the project will be completed in January in correlation 
with the FEA class offered.  
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VII. Drive Train and Transmission 
Achieving maximum efficiency out of the drive train takes careful thought. Internal combustion en-
gines are most efficient at a particular engine speed. Therefore, we want to run the engine at or 
around this speed as much as possible. The drive train must be geared to allow the engine to run at 
said speed for most of the acceleration period. Since the engine won’t constantly be at the specified 
RPM, the best we can do is to accelerate and “hit” the RPM on the way up to our final speed. This is 
the function that the drive train must perform.  

 

Figure 16-Continuous variable transmission (CVT) 

The actual construction is based on knowledge of various power transmission systems. A Continuous 
Variable Transmission (CVT) was considered as it would allow acceleration while maintaining a con-
stant engine RPM, therefore staying in that optimal range during acceleration. However, belt and 
pulley driven systems have more losses in them in comparison to gears or chains due to internal fric-
tion of the rubber belts. Therefore a sprocket and chain system was decided upon.  

In normal vehicles, there are many gears to allow a wide range of speeds. A multiple speed system 
will be implemented as one speed will not be sufficient to drive the vehicle over its desired velocity 
range due to the low power of the engine. The design is to use a back wheel hub gear with 3 gear ra-
tios to achieve this. This will allow enough flexibility for acceleration from rest with ease and drive at 
the maximum speed at a regular engine speed.  
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Figure 17-Hub gear (14 speed) 

Shown in figure 18 is a graphic depicting the gear ratios and the range at which they operate.  

 

Figure 18- Gear ratios and the range of speeds they operate on 
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A basic diagram of the drive train design is shown below in Figure 19.  

 

Figure 19-Power train 

 

The intermediate shaft is necessary because the hub gear alone will not give the specific gear ratio, 
but it will give varying gear ratios. The hub gives gear ratios 3:4, 1:1, and 4:3. If 10:1 and 18:1 rati-
osare desired, then the intermediate gear must provide 13:1 gearing from the engine to the hub 
gear. This design is easily flexible if parameters must be changed in the future.  
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MATLAB Simscape Vehicle Simulation 
 Summary 

Dynamic system simulation allows design optimization without the building of time consuming proto-
types and exhaustive testing. Matlab Simscape permits complex physical systems to be modeled by solv-
ing for all inputs and outputs of the system in a visual programming environment. This facilitates design 
iterations and careful sensitivity studies of the system response stemming from changes of design va-
riables. In this demonstration, a model of the entire vehicle is created and explored.  

Model Components 

MATLAB 
Simscape 

Model

Output
Engine 
Angular 
Velocity
Distance 
Traveled

Vehicle
Velocity

Fuel Use

Rotational 
Inertia

Gear Ratio

Translational 
Friction

Initial Torque

Input

Wheel 
Diameter

Vehicle
Mass  

Drag 
Coefficient

Vehicle 
Frontal Area

Air Density
 

Figure 20-Summary of Simscape model inputs and outputs
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System Parameters 

Table 2-Parameters of simulation 

Initial Torque 2  N*m 

Rotational Inertia 0.13 kg*m^2 

Gearing Ratio (engine to driveshaft) 10   

Breakaway Friction (Rolling) 15 N 

Coulomb Friction (Rolling) 14.68 N 

Wheel Radius 0.31 m 

Vehicle Mass 130 kg 

Drag Coefficient 0.3  
Vehicle Frontal Area 0.36 m^2 

Air Density 1.225 Kg/m^2 
 

Simulation Results 

The simulation of the system approximated the distance traveled, vehicle speed, engine speed, and fuel 
flow over the required distance of 6 miles.  Conclusions showed that the if the fuel flow rates and power 
output of the engine used 328 Internal combustion (IC) libratory is an accurate approximation of the 
engine that will be used approximately 340 miles per gallon (mpg). This value was found by multiplying 
the fuel used in acceleration event to 25 mph by the number of acceleration events required to travel 
the 6 mile distance.  These and other important results can be found in table 3.  

Table 3-key simulation results 

Category Value Units
Number of engine turn-ons 16 cycles
 Fuel consumption per cycle 0.0011 gal/cycles
Total fuel Consumption 0.018 gallons
Estimated miles per gallon 340 mpg

Time to travel 6 miles 22.0 min
Average Speed 16.4 mph
Duration of single engine cycle 24 sec  
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In our system there are several important custom functions used that are described below 

Fuel Consumption 

The fuel flow rate was estimated by plotting the 328 IC lab fuel consumption data (table 3) against the 
angular velocity of the engine and then finding a best fit function.   The function was then placed in the 
MATLAB Simscape model and outputted a graph of fuel consumption as a function of time. This resulted 
in 16 fuel use events (caused by the cyclical acceleration of the vehicle). One event was analyzed it was 
found that each acceleration event uses about 0.0011 gallons of fuel. When this was multiplied by the 
16 engine turn-ons needed it was found that 0.018 gallons of fuel were used over the 6 miles and the 
car will get about 340 mpg as simulated. 

Engine Torque  

An initial torque of 2 Nm is used to get the system started. After 2 seconds engine torque is a function of 
engine angular velocity. Engine torque was estimated by plotting the 328 IC lab torque data (table 3) 
against the angular velocity of the engine and then finding a best fit function. This function then applies 
torque to the system based on the angular velocity of the engine.  In order to solve the system a delay 
needed to be added so engine torque is applied based on the engine’s angular velocity one second be-
fore the current time step.  

Air Drag 

A custom Simscape block was made that returned the drag force when given the vehicle’s velocity, area, 
coefficient of drag, and density of air. 

 

Simulation Improvements 

This simulation will eventually be validated by the vehicle when it is built and tested. However, im-
provements will be added to it as the semester progresses.  Most importantly the engine that we will be 
using will be tested and that data will be used to generated correlations of angular velocity of the engine 
versus torque output and fuel flow.  The total weight of the vehicle and friction values will also be up-
dated as more design work is done on the chassis and wheels. Further information can be found in Ap-
pendix B.  
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Conclusion 
Overall, the analysis of all these components showed that this project is feasible to accomplish on time. 
There are a few concerns to consider in the future, but all are feasible to overcome as well. The issue of 
time and time management is the largest concern. Team 5 must follow the Gantt chart accordingly and 
meet deadlines. Also communication within team 5 will be another key component to completing dead-
lines on time. Another concern is the budget, without the budget, the scope of the project, primarily the 
appropriate parts cannot be ordered. Without parts ordered and shipping times adding up, precious 
time is lost to work physically on the project. With all the research well underway and preliminary calcu-
lations completed, a solid foundation has been set to start physically working on the project. Also with 
comprehension and setting of the scope of the project, more effective research will be achieved and 
resources located. Making contacts with companies to aid in valuable resources in the industry will pro-
vide an invaluable source of knowledge. 

Future work for each section of the project provided below: 

The work that will be done on the engine next semester can be seen on the Gantt chart in appendix J. It 
will include designing an overhead valve cylinder head, making intake heater, and milling down the cy-
linder head to increase compression ratio. In the beginning of January the stock engine will be tested on 
the engine dynamometer in the science building basement. As changes are made the engine will be re-
tested to validate expected efficiency increases. 

The shell has some more research needed on the latches, and further advanced research on aerodynam-
ics. A detailed drawing in solid works will be put together after the chassis is designed, the point design 
will be determined and cost analysis provided. The intersection of costs and specifications will deter-
mine the final choice. 

The steering assembly design needs to be finalized and integrated with the chassis design. An FEA analy-
sis will be performed to ensure parts are capable of support stresses and strains of the design. After de-
sign and FEA are completed components such as tie-rods and tie ends will be ordered and system will be 
constructed and integrated with the chassis. 

Cannondale hubs have been selected to build the front two wheels around. Front rims, spokes and tires 
need to be selected and purchased according to budgeting limitations. After components are received 
wheels will be assembled and installed with steering assembly.  The back wheel needs to be selected 
and ordered, when received the back wheel will be integrated with the drive train. 

The drive train needs calculations done regarding stress and strain, cyclical fatigue, and shaft/bearing 
design. The starter motor needs to be obtained and designed into the whole system as well.  

Frame components will be obtained based on the cheapest components availabe. Several sources have 
already come forward as possible donors or providing discounted materials. Afterwards, a detailed anal-
ysis will be performed to ensure safety and compliance of the rules.  
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A Team Budget 
 

Table 4-Total budget 

Budget Item Anticipated Cost
Chassis 542
Electrical & Safety 200
Powertrain 200
Body 587
Registration Fee 600

TOTAL 2129
Note: each team member will also 
register for SAE Membership ($20)  

Since the budget above was seen as too expensive to fund, we compiled a smaller, more feasi-
ble budget. We still think it will take $2130 to complete this project, but we would like Calvin to 
fund at least $1200. 

 

Table 5-Chassis budget 

Item Quantity Unit Unit Cost Unit Total Cost
Aluminum Tubing (per foot) 40 foot 5 $/foot 200

2' x 3' Aluminum Plate (fire wall) 2 plate 7 $/plate 14
Lawn Chair Webbing 1 roll 13 $/roll 13

Disk Brakes 2 brakes 50 $/brake 100
bike tube 3 tubes 5 $/tube 15
bike tire 3 tires 20 $/tire 60
Bike rims 3 rims 20 $/rim 60

Tie Rod Ends 4 tie rod 10 $/end 40
Misc. 1 40 40

TOTAL 542
 

The Chassis main costs are made of the aluminum tubing, wheels, and braking system. The 
frame design is constrained by the driver height and the requirement that the engine is placed 
behind the driver.  It is anticipated that hubs that are donated from Cannondale (Elijah’s cousin 
is an engineer there) will be mounted to wheels will be sourced from bikes bought a thrift 
store. Braking will be done by two disk brakes mounted to the front two wheels and are needed 
to assure that the vehicle can quickly and safely stop from high speeds.  
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Table 6-Electrical and safety budget 

Item Cost
3 Point Seat Belt 40
Electric Starter 35
Battery (12V) 30

Brake Lights and wiring 30
Fuse box 20

Kill switches (3 req.) 30
Spedometer 15

TOTAL 200  

Table 7-Powertrain budget 

Item Cost
Engine Free*

Centrifugal Clutch 60
Sprockets 50

Chains 40
Bearings 50

TOTAL 200  

Table 8-Body budget 

TO BUY Price($) qty Total ($) details
PreBody
Chicken Wire 16 1 16 25ftx2ft
Foam 4 10 40 great stuff
Shell
Fiberglass Cloth 100 1 100 25ydsx38"
FB Resin 30 2 60
FB Hardener 16 2 32
Acrylic windshield 20 2 40
Paint
1 stage paint 15 10 150
Primer 4 10 40
belt Sandpaper 4 3 12
orbital Sand Paper 20 1 20
Gloss 3.5 10 35
wet sanding Sand Paper 6 7 42

TOTAL 587
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There are three parts to the shell to price out. The first cost is the mold, second is the fiberglass 

work and third is the painting if desired. The Shell is extremely important due to air resistance. 

The design for the mold approximately costs $60. The idea behind the shell was to make the 

form of the vehicle using chicken wire and then adding a couple inches of foam so the design 

can be sculpted out of the foam layer. Once this mold is complete, the shell can be prepared. 

Using fiberglass cloth, epoxy resin and hardener the shell would be set over the mold and rest 

for hardening. Also included in the shell is the windshield, using thin moldable plexi-glass, the 

windshield can be quickly attached using small bolts. Overall cost of cloth and epoxy is esti-

mated to be $240. Lastly, if funds are available or perhaps donated, the car can be sanded and 

painted. This is primarily aesthetics and non crucial besides rough sanding to minimize air resis-

tance of the body. Sandpaper for orbital, belt and hand sandpaper will cost nearly $70 and 

paint will run from $100 to $200 depending on the desired outcome. 
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B MATLAB Simscape Vehicle Simulation 
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Table 9-Experimental engine analysis key results 

engine speed (rpm) 1720 2320 2880 3440 3740
engine speed (rad/s) 180.6 243.6 302.4 361.2 392.7

fuel flow(ml/s) 8.7912E-02 1.7241E-01 2.3739E-01 3.2787E-01 3.9880E-01
fuel flow(gal/min) 1.4066E-03 2.7586E-03 3.7982E-03 5.2459E-03 6.3809E-03

Torque (N*m) 2.7 3.5 3.9 4 3.9

ENGR 328 IC Lab Engine Data (3.5 hp Briggs and Stratton engine)

 

 

 

Figure 21-Simulated engine RPM as a function of time 
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Figure 22-Simulated displacement of vehicle 
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Figure 23-Simulated fuel flow rate of engine-note values in Gal/min 
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Figure 24-Fuel flow rate data taken on a similar engine 

 

Figure 25-Torque data taken on a similar engine 
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Figure 26-Simulated speed of vehicle 
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C Engine Efficiency Calculations 
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Average power required calculations 
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D Rolling Resistance Calculations 

 
"Rolling Resistence and Inertia of Three Wheels" 
 
"Rolling Resistance from Tire" 
{!coefficient of rolling resistence for a smooth bike wheel} 
C_rr=.0055 
 
{!normal force} 
W_car=100*convert(lbf,N) 
W_driver=200*convert(lbf,N) 
F_normal=W_car+W_driver 
 
"Total Rolling Force for all 3 Wheels" 
F_TireResistance=F_normal*C_rr 
 
 
"Rolling Resistance in Bearings" 
"!Just assume same as rolling resistance" 
F_BearingResistance=F_TireResistance 
 
"Total Rolling Resistance" 
F_RollingResistance=F_BearingResistance+F_TireResistance 
 
 
"Inertia of the rolling wheels" 
"! I=.5*M*R^2" 
 
"Wheel Specs" 
R_rim=1*convert(ft,m) 
R_hub=(1/12)*convert(ft,m) 
R_spokes=(R_rim-R_hub)/2 
M_rim=.8[kg] 
M_hub=.4[kg] 
M_spokes=.2[kg] 
 
"!Multiply by three for the three wheels" 
Inertia_wheel=3*(.5*((M_rim*R_rim^2)+(M_hub*R_hub^2)+(M_spokes*R_spokes^2))) 
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E Steering Assembly Calculations 
 
 
"Steering Assebly Calculations" 
 
"Design Parameters" 
{!Length of Lever arm of wheel axial} 
 L_axial= (6/12)*convert(ft,m) 
{!Length of Lever arm from pivot to fixture} 
 L_fixture=(1.5/12)*convert(ft,m) 
 
"Bolt Charateristics" 
R_bolt=((.75/2)/12) 
{!Steel} 
sigma_bolt=80000*convert(lbf/in^2,Kpa) 
 
 
"Fixture Charateristics" 
T_fixture=(.5/12)*convert(ft,m) 
{!Steel} 
sigma_fixture=80000*convert(lbf/in^2, kpa) 
 
 
"Overall Driver and car weight" 
W_car=100*convert(lbf,N) 
W_driver=200*convert(lbf,N) 
W_total=W_car+W_driver 
 
 
"Total Force acting on 1 front axial" 
{!impact loading factor} 
 ILF=2 
{Safety Factor} 
 SF=2 
{!Only 1/3 of weight applied per wheel} 
 fraction=(1/3) 
{!total force acting on front wheel} 
 F_wheel=ILF*SF*fraction*W_total 
 
 
"Maximum Bending Moment" 
M_max=L_axial*F_wheel 
 
"Maximum Force applied on bolt" 
M_max=2*(L_fixture*F_bolt) 
 
"Bearing Stress" 
A=2*R_bolt*T_fixture 
sigma_bearing=(F_bolt/A)*convert(pa,kpa) 
 
"Tearout" 
A_tearout=T_fixture*R_bolt*2*2 
tau_tearout=(F_bolt/A_tearout)*convert(pa,kpa) 
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F Drive Train Calculations 
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G Drag Coefficients 

 

Figure 27-Drag coefficients of various vehicle shapes 

 

 

Figure 28-Drag coefficient effects of nose and tail 
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H Force Drag Calculations 
 
"Frontal area" 
"Frontal area represented by a circle" 
r=1*convert(ft,m) 
Area_frontal=pi*r^2 
 
"use coefficient of drag to find force acting on front of vehicle and rear end of vehicle" 
"frontal drag using aerodynamics book" 
C_D_front=.12 
C_D_front=2*F_d_front/(rho_air*(v*convert(mile/hr,m/s))^2*Area_frontal) 
{v=25[mile/hr]} 
P=1*convert(atm,kPa) 
T=converttemp(F,C,80) 
v_air=Volume(Air,T=T,P=P) 
rho_air=1/v_air 
 
"Force rear drag" 
C_D_rear=.12 
 
"Since the C_D of the rear is the same as the front the force drag will be the same" 
F_d_rear=F_d_front 
 
 
"Force drag nose" 
C_D_NOSE=.223 
C_D_NOSE=2*F_d_nose/(rho_air*(v*convert(mile/hr,m/s))^2*Area_frontal) 
 
 
"Force drag Skin" 
L=10*convert(ft,m) 
mu=Viscosity(Air,T=T) 
Re=rho_air*v*convert(mile/hr,m/s)*L/mu 
C_f=.0583/Re^.2 
F_d_skin=C_f*Area_frontal*.5*rho_air*(v*convert(mile/hr,m/s))^2 
 
 
"add wheels" 
"need frontal area of wheels and then apply to equation" 
"used long cylinder" 
C_D_wheels=.82 
L_wheel=1*convert(ft,m) 
w=4*convert(in,m) 
Area_wheels=L_wheel*W 
F_d_wheels=.5*C_D_wheels*rho_air*Area_wheels*(v*convert(mile/hr,m/s))^2 
 
"Overall Force drag" 
F_drag=F_d_rear+F_d_front+F_d_nose+F_d_skin 
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I Lift Calculations 
 
"Lift Calculations" 
"nose lift" 
C_L_nose=.022 
F_lift_nose=.5*C_L_nose*rho_air*Area_frontal*(v*convert(mile/hr,m/s))^2 
 
"tail lift" 
C_L_tail=.056 
F_lift_tail=.5*C_L_tail*rho_air*Area_frontal*(v*convert(mile/hr,m/s))^2 
 
"Force Lift Total" 
Force_Lift=F_lift_tail+F_lift_nose 
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J Bending Stress  

K   
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L Gantt Chart 
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